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1. INTRODUCTION 

Curtailing of long-term fuel inventory in plasma-facing components (PFC) is one of the most 

critical and challenging issues to be resolved in order to ensure safe and economically viable 

operation of a reactor, especially if the use carbon target plates is considered. Several methods for 

removal of hydrogen isotopes and co-deposited layers on PFC are being developed and tested. 

They are based on thermal, photonic (laser or flash-lamp) or chemical treatment involving 

oxygen and/or nitrogen-assisted plasma operation under broad range of conditions. This paper 

provides an overview of results obtained with several such methods. Three aspects have been 

taken into account in the assessment of each approach: (i) efficiency of fuel and co-deposit 

removal, (ii) effect on the surface condition of the PFC and (iii) dust formation caused by 

destruction and disintegration of co-deposits.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The study was carried out for PFC and short-term probes from the TEXTOR tokamak. The focus 

in thermal and photonic treatment was on fuel-rich co-deposits formed on graphite and tungsten 

substrates. Thermal desorption of fuel was performed in two steps: (i) long-term (72 h) annealing 

at 623, i.e. the maximum baking temperature of the ITER divertor; (ii) heating to 1273 K to 

remove the remaining species. Photonic cleaning was performed in two modes: (i) removal of 

fuel and co-deposit by ablation with under 1J, 20 ns pulses with a repletion rate of 0.1 Hz; (ii) 

desorption of fuel by heating the layer with millisecond pulses. Plasma-assisted fuel removal by 

He-O2 glow and H2-N2 glow assisted by ICRF pulses was performed with Si substrates coated 

with laboratory-prepared amorphous deuterated carbon films (a-C:D) and pre-boronised layers 

(boronisation in TEXTOR with hydrogenated diborane: B2H6). Comparative experiments on 

removal of a-C:D films by H2-N2 plasma were also carried out in TOMAS (TOroidal MAgnetic 

System) facility at Forschungszentrum Jülich.  

To control the gas phase and surface state during subsequent stages of treatment a set of analysis 

techniques was used: e.g. thermal desorption spectrometry (TDS), optical spectroscopy energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) , ion beam analysis (IBA) and electron microscopy (SEM).  

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Exposures in TEXTOR to He-O2 glow or H2-N2 ICRH-assisted plasma  

Deuterium and carbon contents before and after exposure are summarized in Table 1. The results 

of exposures to the hydrogen-nitrogen mixture show no decrease of C or D from the a-C:D 

layers. On the contrary, the amount of both species slightly increases on samples from both 

limiter locks. This is best noted in the case of carbon content on pre-boronised surfaces. The 

effect is also observed after exposures of such boronised probes to the helium-oxygen glow. It is 

most likely related to the re-deposition of C eroded by glow discharge from the wall.  SEM 

images recorded on the Si probes exposed in TEXTOR have shown smooth surfaces before and 

after exposure. There have been small difference in contrast probably due to the deposited 
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carbon. Also EDX has not revealed any noticeable changes in the elemental composition but the 

sensitivity of this technique for light elements is small. However, the change of chemical 

composition has been recorded with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [1]. The presence 

of nitrogen has been detected on all surfaces (including the Inconel® witness sample) exposed to 

the H2-N2 mixture.   

Table 1. Removal of carbon and deuterium by exposure to TEXTOR plasma. 

Plasma 

Probes 

Initial D 

[10
15
 at/cm2] 

Change of D 

content 

Initial C 

[10
15
 at/cm2] 

Change of C 

content 

a-C:D (Lab) 654 No change 993,5 Increase 14% H2-N2 glow & 

ICRF pulses 

 
Pre-boronized 

In TEXTOR 2 Increase 25% 108 Increase 36% 

a-C:D (Lab) 525 Removed 99% 885 Removed 98% He-O2  glow 

 

 

Pre-boronized 

in TEXTOR 17 Removed 88% 12 Increase 138% 
 

In summary, one notices major difference when comparing the impact of nitrogen- with oxygen-

assisted cleaning on the removal of laboratory-prepared a-C:D layers. The exposures in the 

nitrogen-containing environment lead only to some changes of the layer chemical composition. 

Also experiments performed in TOMAS with the H2-N2 mixture have shown very low efficiency 

of D and C removal [1]. He-O2 glow plasma in TEXTOR resulted in the removal of the whole 

amorphous films, as confirmed by IBA, EDX and XPS [2].  

3.1. Long-term annealing in vacuum  

The efficiency of fuel removal by long-term annealing at 623 K was determined for flaking co-

deposits scraped from deposition area on the ALT-II limiter: deuterium-to-carbon ratio 0.1 [3]. 

The evolution of masses 2 - 4 is shown:  M2 = H2, M3 = HD and M4 = D2. Higher masses (up to 

50) were also recorded to check for the release of C1-C3 hydrocarbons, but their contribution to 

the overall balance was small. The spectra are shown in Fig. 1. The increase of temperature above 

RT initiates instant release of hydrogenic species. The effect is the strongest for M2 just 

indicating the release of hydrogen from water ad- and absorbed in the porous co-deposit. The 

second phase corresponds to a monotonous decay in the release yield for all hydrogen isotopes. 

For masses M3 and M4 the decay obeys a power law with scaling exponents ~0.58 and ~0.68 

respectively. The power-law decay in hydrogen release (M2) is not constant and the initial rapid 

decay ~t
-0.5

 slows down to ~t
-0.2 

after a few hours. Only ~5% of D2 molecules are desorbed from 

the samples at 623 K. Taking into account HD and hydrocarbons, not more than 10% of 

deuterium could be released at that temperature. Efficient removal requires temperatures 

exceeding 1070 K as proven during the final temperature rise (Fig. 2 b). Very similar desorption 

characteristic has been measured for the co-deposit from Tore Supra [4], which have similar 

structure but the D/C ratio of 0.3 is greater than that for deposits from TEXTOR [5]. Therefore, 

the most important facts are: (a) the efficiency of fuel removal at 623 K does not depend on the 

initial D/C ratio and (b) the effective removal requires heating of the carbon layers to at least 

1000 – 1070 K and the complete release is completed at 1273 K.  
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Figure1. TDS spectra from the long-term annealing of the ALT-II deposits from TEXTOR. a) 

start-up phase (623 K)  b) final stage (1273 K). 

3.1. Laser-induced ablation and desorption  

Laser-induced ablation of co-deposits was done from limiter tiles: toroidal ALT-II and poloidal 

graphite block coated with vacuum plasma sprayed tungsten (VPS-W). Optical spectra in Fig. 2 

show the change of the hydrogen signal during consecutive pulses (1J, 20ns).  

 

Figure 2. Spectra showing the decrease of hydrogen isotope signal during irradiation of limiter 

surfaces with 20 ns pulses: (a) ALT-II toroidal limiter and (b) VPS-W coated poloidal limiter. 

Spectra, recorded for each laser pulse, show that hydrogen isotopes were released from the 

targets during the first pulse. During the ablation of deposition zone on ALT-II already the 

second pulse features a strong reduction of D in produced plasma and in the subsequent pulses D 

hardly can be observed on spectra. This indicates the ablation of co-deposit poorly attached to the 

underlying graphite. For the VPS-W limiter a hydrogen spectral line can be still observed for 

each laser pulse. This may be attributed several factors: (i) high surface roughness of the W layer; 

(ii) diffusivity of hydrogen isotopes in tungsten; (iii) desorption of H isotopes from areas carbon 

deposit adjacent to the laser-heated spot; (iv) a slow laser pulse rate (6 pulse/minute). 

a) b) 
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Laser-induced fuel desorption was performed under 20 ms pulses. Fig. 3 shows a W-coated ALT-

II plate which was exposed in TEXTOR and then several spots (1-4) were irradiated under 

laboratory conditions. IBA measurements performed afterwards allowed the determination of D 

and C content inside the irradiated spot and in the adjacent area. Results in Table 2 show the 

release of 80-99% of deuterium, while the carbon content remains unchanged. 

 
 

 

 

Concluding remarks 

Oxidative methods remove fuel and carbon but the rate strongly depends on the overall film 

composition; the presence of non-volatile impurities (B, Si, metals) slows the process. Nitrogen-

assisted ICRF discharges do not lead to a noticeable fuel removal. Desorption at 623 K, the 

maximum baking temperature of the ITER divertor, removes only 10-15% of hydrogenic species. 

Effective fuel release requires heating above 850-900 K, but baking at such conditions results in 

cracking and peeling-off of co-deposits thus leading to dust formation. The same is observed 

under oxidation at that temperature level. Laser-induced ablation generates large amount of dust 

which may still contain substantial amount of fuel [4]. The irradiation may result in substrate 

damage. Efficient local fuel release from C layers occurs with low-power laser-induced 

desorption [6]. The ongoing study shows that no single method alone would provide solution to 

efficient fuel removal especially from shadowed regions in a reactor. The whole activity indicates 

that hybrid scenario, involving mechanical methods and hovering of dust, would be needed to 

reduce fuel inventory. Fuel re-absorption by depleted layers is also now examined. 
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Figure 3. W-coated plate after exposure in 

TEXTOR and laser-induced fuel removal. 

Table 3. D and C content measured with IBA in 

laser-irradiated spots and adjacent areas. 
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